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How to Make Lemsamen 

 
 
Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

 
� :ي���� 333 آ6 آ#5$#4 ا 12ی%0 333 ا 12ی%0 و .!ی+ دی+ل ا . )' آ%$#"!  ���2!رس 333 دی+ل ا :�9، 17ی%0 و .!ی+  

� و .!ی+ دی+ل ا �0DE و )� بABه+ )' ی5@�? ه=ا @B5ر یA:و ب+ش ی �#@B ذاك ا IEJ5ر یA:#ب+ش آ +�دی+ل ا :�9 و ا 
� )Lی+ن، خ$O+ تM A5، تL( M A5ی+ن@B5ی Q$0، خ%#@B  A7' وح A7' 7' وح I#EJ ی1و .!ی+ . اA%ت6 333 ت ABب �(

 333 )+.' زی6 ا B!د، زی6 ا �+]0 333 و 1J  '7 آ%:��! WX. YEZ 333 آ!ی1ات صT#1ة و دی+ل ا Lی6، ا Lی6
� و آ%^!ی! YEZ رب0B دی+ل ا @#O+ت و 1J  '7 آ%B+ود ت+ن' ���ت%:1ص!ه+ یB%' آ� آ� نD+و ! ن%� ن:1ص!  

آ%Aی1و O#7+ .!ی+ دی+ل آ%:1ص! ه=وك ا 1ب0B دی+ل ا @#O+ت أ ' a!ی%+ه` O#EZ` و 1J  '7 آ+ن 333 آ%_Aو ا �YET و 
� ا �1Tب'. ا Lی6 و آ%^#"!ه+���  . ه=ا ه!  

  
  

 
English translation: 

 
Y: We also make lemsamen, which is made with flour, a little bit of wheat, water to mix 
the dough and a little bit of salt. You mix the whole mixture to make the dough, which 
needs to be kneaded very well – you knead it very well. After that, we add a bit of oil, not 
olive oil but vegetable oil. Finally, we divide the dough into small balls and we roll them 
out. We roll out the dough and then we fold the four corners. Then finally, we take the 
frying pan, put a little bit of oil on it and we fry the lemsamen. And this is the Moroccan 
lemsamen.  
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